Computational critiquing mechanisms provide an effective form of computer-human interaction supporting the process of design. Critics embedded in domain-oriented design environments can take advantage of additional knowledge residing in these environments to provide less intrusive, more relevant critiques, Three classes of embedded critics have been designed, implemented, and studied: Generic critics use domain knowledge to detect problematic situations in the design construction. Spect~ic critics take advantage of additional knowledge in the partial specification to detect inconsistencies between the design construction and the design specification. Interpretive critics are tied to perspective mechanisms that support designers in examining their artifact from different viewpoints.
INTRODUCTION
We view design as a process of successive refinement through trial, breakdown, interpretation, and reflection [15, 16, 18, 21] . Critiquing -the communication of a reasoned opinion about an artifact or a design -plays a central role in the design process. Computational critic mechanisms provide an effective form of computer-human interaction supporting this important aspect of design. We have developed a series of design environments containing critiquing mechanisms to investigate how such environments can provide timely and relevant knowledge to designers.
Our research group's early work focused on building and evaluating stand-alone critiquing mechanisms. Critical analyses of these and other systems [7, 17] , combined with empirical evaluations, led us to realize that the challenge in building critiquing systems is not simply to provide design feedback: the challenge is to say the "right" thing at the "right" time. We claim that embedding critics in domainonented design environments has provided an effective response to this challenge. Design environments are computer programs that support designers in concurrently specifying a problem, constructing a solution, and interpreting an emerging design from alternative perspectives. Embedded critics can provide more focused, less intrusive critiques by taking advantage of knowledge of the contexts of design: the domain, the construction situation, the partial specification, and interpretive perspectives.
While
we have investigated critiquing in numerous domains such as computer network design [5] and lunar habitat design [19] , the examples for this article will be based on floor plan design for kitchens [6] . This paper first describes the evaluations and theoretical motivations that led to the redesign and extensions of our critiquing mechanisms;
we analyze early systems and empirical results that exposed the deficiencies of stand-alone critiquing mechanisms. Next, we present our redesign, three classes of embedded critics: generic, specific, and interpretive critics. We conclude with a discussion of the benefits of this new approach.
ANALYSIS OF EARLY CRITIQUING SYSTEMS
Our analyses identified several shortcomings in early critiquing systems that hindered their ability to say the "right" thing at the "right" time:
q lack of domain orientation; q insufficient facility for justifying critic suggestions; q lack of an explicit representation of the user's goals; c no support for different individual perspectives; " timing problems with critic intervention strategies.
Saying the "right" thing... 8, 12 ] allows programmers to request suggestions on how to improve their code. The system proposes transformations that make the code more cognitively efficient (i.e., easier to read and maintain) or more machine efficient (i.e., faster or smaller ... at the "right" time A number of systems [1, 8] investigated critic intervention strategies, i.e., strategies determining when and how a critic should signal a potential problem. This research focused on studying active versus passive intervention strategies. Active critics continually monitor user actions and make suggestions as soon as a problematic situation is detected. Passive critics are explicitly invoked by users to evaluate their partial design.
A protocol analysis study [12, 13] showed that passive critics were often not activated early enough in the design process to prevent designers from pursuing solutions known to be suboptimal.
Often, subjects invoked the passive critiquing system only after they thought they had completed the design. By this time, the effort of repairing the situation was prohibitively expensive. In a subsequent study using the same design environment, an active critiquing strategy was shown to be more effective by detecting problematic situations early in the design process.
However, experience with our early critiquing systems showed that active critics are not a perfect solution either: they can disrupt the designer's concentration on the task at the wrong time and interfere with creative processes. Interruption becomes even more intrusive if the critics signal breakdowns at a different level of abstraction compared to the level of the task users are currently engaged in.
What is needed is a strategy that: (1) alerts designers to problematic solutions, (2) avoids unnecessary disruptions, and (3) allows users to control the critic's intervention strategy. Embedding critics in design environments allows users to control critic intervention through interaction with the construction, specification, and interpretation design contexts.
THEORETICAL MOTIVATION Our evaluations of computer-based critiquing mechanisms
show that while critics provide useful support for people engaged in design tasks, a number of problems arise if the critics are not adequately attuned to the task at hand. Design methodologists and proponents of situated cognition have argued that human critical reflection during designing is situated in various ways, suggesting that computational critics should be made similarly contextdependent.
Suchman [20] argues that when pursuing a task people do not necessarily follow an explicit step-by-step plan they have mentally worked out ahead of time. Rather, they respond to their changing environment based on tacit skills. Schoen [16] describes design as a process of reflection-in-action where each design move creates a new situation, which may challenge the assumptions and strategies under which the designer is operating. These situations signal the designer of a need to reflect upon the design context and possibly to formulate new strategies.
Another approach is suggested by Rittel [15] , who sees design as a process of argumentation.
A domain like kitchen design consists of a variety of issues to be resolved in completing a task. Within the context of a specific design project, arguments for various answers to these issues can be debated from many perspectives. Solutions are not dependent only upon the unique task, but also upon the background, interests, and commitments of the various stakeholders:
i,e., the designers, their clients, and the eventual users. More generaJly, Winograd and Flores [21] stress the role of interpretation in design. Designers interpret the task, the consequences of possible design lNll!RcHr93 24-29 April1993 decisions, and competing design rationale from their shared or individual perspectives.
These theorists reject waterfall models of design according to which designers first derive an exhaustive specification of a task and then proceed to methodically implement the specification. Rather, design is viewed as an integrated process of problem framing (task specification), problem solving (design construction), and problem interpretation (interpretive perspectives).
These theoretical considerations suggest that critical reflection is most effective when seen as embedded in a number of inter-dependent contexts. Critiquing mechanisms need to be embedded in design environments in order to support critical reflection in design. Design environments represent a variety of design contexts (see Figure 1 ). First, there is the context of knowledge of the domain itself. We represent this as an issue-base capturing the accepted wisdom of the field, a catalog of illustrative past designs, and a palette of domain-oriented components. Unlike the rule-base of an expert system, the issue-base is neither complete nor consistent, but can evolve gradually, supporting design as an argumentative process by incorporating alternative and opposed viewpoints. Second, we represent the current state of construction in a graphical display. Third, the evolving partial specification is included to guide evaluation of the adequacy of design. Finally, support is provided for the definition of group and personal versions of domain knowledge that can represent critical interpretations [18] . By embedding critics in the contexts of the domain, construction, specification, and interpretation,
we overcome the problems of stand-alone critic systems.
EMBEDDING CRITICS IN DESIGN ENVIRONMENTS
In response to our evaluation of early critiquing mechanisms and to the theoretical arguments for contextualization, we have explored three types of mechanisms for embedding critics in computational design environments:
generic, specific, and interpretive critics. These mechanisms will be described below in a scenario involving HYDRA [4], a design environment which illustrates our multifaceted architecture. Bob has been asked to design a kitchen for the Smith family. Working with the Smiths, Bob enters the partial specification shown in Figure 1 , Bob begins working on a floor plan in the HYDRA construction. He moves the dishwasher next to the cabinet.
Bob's action triggers a generic critic, and the message, "The dishwasher is too far from the sink," is displayed. Generic critics reflect knowledge that applies to all designs, such as accepted standards, building codes, and domain knowledge based on physical principles. Often, this generic knowledge can be found in textbooks, training curricula, or by interviewing domain practitioners. Bob highlights the critic's message and elects to see its associated argumentation. The argumentation explains that plumbing guidelines require the dishwasher to be within one meter of the sink. Bob follows the critic's suggestion and moves the dishwasher next to the right side of the sink. This action triggers a specific critic with the rule, "If you are left-handed, the dishwasher should be on the left side of the sink." Specific critics reflect design knowledge that is tied to situation-specific physical characteristics and domain-specific concepts that not every design will share. These critics are constructed dynamically from the partial specification to reflect current design goals. This particular critic rule was activated because Bob specified that the primary cook is left-handed (see Figure 1) . Bob examines the supporting argumentation, "Having the dishwasher to the left of the sink creates an efficient work flow for a lefthanded person." Bob decides this is an important concern and puts the dishwasher on the left side of the sink.
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Then Bob remembers that the Smiths are remodeling mainly to increase their property value in anticipation of selling in two years. So Bob decides to examine his design from a resale-value perspective, When Bob switches to the Resale-value Perspective, an interpretive critic is triggered with the rule, "The dishwasher should be on the right side of the sink." Interpretive critics support design as a interpretive process by allowing designers to interpret the design situation from different perspectives according to their interests. In this perspective, the critic about the dishwasher and sink has been redefined and its associated rationale has been modified. Now the argumentation says, " Perspective, Bob will be informed by the critics whenever they detect a feature negatively affecting resale value; access to argumentation concerning designing for resale practices will be provided.
Three Embedded
Critiquing Mechanisms Embedded critics increase the usefulness of design environments by making information structures more relevant to the tssk at hand [9] . The basic critiquing process consists of the following phases: (1) the set of appropriate critic rules to be enabled is identified; (2) Figure 1 . This figure shows a screen image of HYDRA. The "Current Specification" window shows a summary of currently selected answers using the specification component. An indicator attached to each of the selected answers allows users to assign weights of importance to the specified item in order to set priorities [9] . The "Catalog" window shows previous kitchen designs that can be examined or reused. The "Current Construction" window shows a partial construction being built using components provided in a palette of kitchen design units (not shown). The "Messages" window is used to present critic notification messages. The number attached to the critic message is a weighted measure indicating the relevance of the fired critic. llwRcHr93 24-29 April1993 design construction is then analyzed for compliance with the currently enabled set of critic rules; (3) when a lack of compliance is detected, the critic signals a possible problem and provides entry into the exact place in the argumentative hypermedia system where the appropriate explanation is located; and (4) concrete catalog examples that illustrate the explanation given in the form of argumentation can optionally be delivered [7] .
Generic critics. All three critic mechanisms -generic, specific, and interpretive -use a production system style of knowledge representation and follow the basic critiquing process described above. Critic rules consist of condition and action clauses plus links into the argumentation context. The condition clause checks whether a certain situation exists in the current design construction and is defined in terms of spatial relations between design units, such as near, far, next-to, etc. The acfion clause notifies the designer that a particular situation has been detected.
Each critic rule is linked to a particular issue in the argumentation base. The designer can view the critic's associated argumentation by selecting the initial notification message to display an entry-point into the hypermedia issue-base. Such argumentative explanations help designers determine why the design situation identified by the critic message may be significant or problematic. Designers can optionally explore the issue-base or select an issue and an associated answer in the argumentation and request to see a positive example or a counter-example from the catalog of designs.
The three mechanisms for embedded critics differ from one another in how they determine which set of critic rules should be enabled. Generic critics provide the default set of enabled critics by evaluating the construction situation based on an assumption that a designer wants to design a "good" kitchen. "Good" in this sense refers to a kitchen that meets commonly accepted practices of most kitchen designers.
Specific Critics. Specific critics evaluate the construction situation for compliance with the partial specification. Specification-linking rules are used to dynamically identify the set of specific critics to be enabled [9] .
A specification linking rule represents a dependency between an issuelanswer pair in the specification and associated pro and con arguments in the argumentationbase. As shown in Figure 2 , a specification linking rule connects the argumentation issue "Where should the dishwasher be placed?" with the specification item "Is the primary cook right or left-handed?"
The shared domain distinction "left-handedness" is used to establish a dependency between this particular specification item and the argumentation issue.
Each specification item has either an associated critic condition or an associated domain distinction. Domain distinctions are a vocabulary for expressing domain concepts, like left-handedness, safety, and efficiency. Whenever the designer modifies the specification, the critiquing system recompiles the specification-linking rules to reflect the newly relevant domain distinctions.
In this way, critiquing criteria are tied to a representation of the partially articulated goals of a specific design project. 
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Construct ion 00 00 Dw Figure 2 . Illustration of a specification-linking rule that enables the "dishwasher should be on the left side of the sink" critic. The domain distinction associated with a specification item ("left-handedness") is paired with a matching pro or con argument in the argumentation (left-of dishwasher sink) to form a speczjlc critic rule.
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support for design as a hermeneutic (interpretive) process. They allow designers to interpret the design situation according to their interests. Interpretive critics are associated with design perspectives rather than with partial specifications.
Perspectives are a mechanism for creating, managing, and selectively activating different sets of critics and design knowledge, such as spatial relations, domain distinctions, palette items, and argumentation.
The perspectives mechanism organizes all the design knowledge in the system. It allows items of knowledge to be bundled into personal or topical groupings or versions. For instance, a Resale Perspective might include critics and design rationale pertinent to homeowners concerned about their home's resale appeal. Another perspective could be created for the Smith's kitchen; it might include considerations specific to the design of that kitchen.
The designer always works within a particular perspective. At any time, the designer can select a different perspective by name. New perspectives can also be created by assigning a name and selecting existing perspectives to be inherited. Bob, the designer working with the Smiths in the previous scenario, would create a Smith's Kitchen Perspective and select the Resale Perspective to be inherited by it.
Perspectives are connected in an inheritance network; a perspective can modify knowledge inherited from its parents or it can add new knowledge.
Designers switch perspectives to examine a design from different viewpoints. Switching perspectives changes the currently effective definitions of critics, the terms used in these definitions, and other domain knowledge (Figure 3 ).
The organization of knowledge by perspectives encourages users to view the knowledge in terms of structured, meaningful categories which they can create and modify. It provides a structure of contexts which can correspond to categories meaningful in the design domain. This can ease the cognitive burden of manipulating large numbers of alternative versions of critics and other design knowledge.
DISCUSSION
Embedded critics represent another iteration cycle in our continuing research into computer-based design environments and critiquing systems. Embedded critics were designed and built in response to deficiencies uncovered in our early critiquing systems (LISP-CRITIC, FRAMER, JANUS), as well as insights gained from design theorists [2, 15, 16] and situated cognition researchers [11, 20, 21] rigid template for constructing a solution, but rather as a flexible framework in which to operate. Embedded critics support the integration of problem framing and problem solving [15] by making explicit relationships between the partial specification and the construction situation. Embedded critics evaluate the construction situation for compliance with the partial specifications, within a chosen perspective.
When critics detect a conflict, the need to reflect-in-action
[16] is signaled to the designer, Resolving the conflict might require a modification of (1) the specification by reframing the problem or (2) the construction by rearranging design units.
The three classes of critics we have explored correspond to three dimensions of embedding. Generic critics are embedded in the construction, because they are enabled by the placement of design units in the work area. Specific critics are embedded in the ptial specification by being dynamically constructed from domain distinctions tied to specification items. Specific critics reduce the intrusiveness [13] of generic critics by narrowing the enabled critics to those that are relevant to the partially specified task at hand. Interpretive critics are embedded in the hierarchy of perspectives that supports the evolution of alternative viewpoints on designs. Using these critics, designers are able to consider their designs critically from multiple viewpoints.
Embedding critics in integrated design environments is an important step towards applying the critiquing paradigm to create more useful and usable knowledge-based computer systems. Embedded critics focus the attention of the system on the concerns of the designer in order to deliver the "right" thing at the "right" time. Future research will focus on evaluating embedded critiquing systems in naturalistic settings, i.e., observing the systems in use by professional designers in their regular design activities. 
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